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CHAPTER 8

THE ROYAL SUCCESSION

SINCE the Egyptians considered society under its monarch part
of a divinely ordered universe, the death of a king assumed,
perforce, the character of a crisis with every chance of disaster.

Chaos threatened, and that, perhaps, not first and foremost on the human
plane. For death is not, to most peoples, a "natural" phenomenon in the
modern sense but a victory of hostile powers. The king's death showed
that the powers of evil had temporarily gained the upper hand, even
though the Egyptians reveal a tendency to dissimulate this by euphemis-
tic language. The historical event, the death of a given king, was, of
course, translated into a perennial mythological form: Seth had mur-
dered Osiris.

The danger of chaos also existed in the political sphere, even though
the nature of kingship in Egypt excluded the rise of pretenders that
marked almost every interregnum in the Assyrian and Roman Empires.
Those who were of the blood royal could assert their claims to the
throne, though normally the eldest son was expected to succeed.' Tuth-
mosis III reports how he was chosen as the next ruler by an unsolicited
oracle of Amon.? But the gods were not always so obliging, and there
are indications that even in the early Fourth Dynasty princes contended
among themselves. Then chaos engulfed the state.
The Egyptians had evolved a scheme which mitigated the risks of the

succession and had the further advantage of conforming to the mytho-
logical pattern of "Horus appearing in the arms of his father Osiris."
This scheme consisted in appointing the heir-apparent coregent with his
father. The transition at the death of the old king would then, it was
hoped, be entirely smooth:

The god entered his horizon, King Amenemhet withdrew to heaven.
He united himself with the sun disk, and the divine body coalesced with

its sire."

The coregent remained to rule alone. 4
Almost all kings of the Middle Kingdom, and many of the New
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;)2 KINGSHIP AND THE GODS

~ingdom, came to the throne as coregents, Hatshepsut used the scheme
f coregency as a pious fiction in her reliefs: her father, who died before
er accession," is shown presenting his daughter to the people as
'King."
On the other hand, we know that even the practice of coregency did

.ot prevent political unrest from disturbing the country at the old king's

.eath. The same text, which we have quoted and which describes the

.eaceful retirement to heaven of King Amenemhet I, continues to tell
lOW its hero, Sinuhe, was so frightened when he overheard the news
hat he fled in panic from the camp of the crown prince-the coregent-
vith whom he was on campaign; the crown prince hurried back to the
esidence without allowing his army to be informed and secured the sue-
:ession as Senusert I. Another text, entitled "Instructions which King
\menemhet I gave when he spoke in a dream-revelation to his son,"
ias been recognized as "a political pamphlet, a literary composition
naking propaganda for Senusert and his cause," issued after Amenem-
let had been murdered during his son's absence and probably by his own
.hamberlains."
The succession to the throne involved two stages which are not al-

'lays properly distinguished. We may call them "accession" and "coro-
ration." The coronation sealed the transfer of power to the new king;
md only when this final act had been completed were the dangers of the
nterregnum definitely overcome. But the coronation could not take
ilace at any time that might seem convenient. It had to wait for some
iew beginning in the progress of nature. For kingship, not being a
nerely political institution, had to conform with the cosmic events no
ess than with the vicissitudes of the community. Hence the coronation
.vasmade to coincide with one of the renewals of nature, in early sum-
ner and autumn. At Medinet Habu, for instance, we find one date for
:he accession and another for the coronation ofRamses lIP
In the meantime government was taken over as soon as possible by

:henew king. This step we call the accession. It took place at sunrise so
:hat there might be the propitious consonance between the beginning of
:he new reign and the start of the new day under the rulership of Re, the
father and prototype of kings. The accession of Arnenhotep II is de-
scribed as follows:

King Tuthmosis III went up to heaven;
He was united with the sun disk;
The body of the god joined him who had made him.

THE ROYAL SUCCESSION

When the next morning dawned
The sun disk shone forth,
The sky became bright,
King Amenhotep II was installed on the throne of his father. 8

The three events which took place at dawn were closely related and not
merely parallel or similar as we would say; the spreading light, men-
tioned between sunrise and accession, was part of both .
The titulary which the king assumed was drawn up in "the House of

Life," a place of learned discussion and composition where religious
books were compiled, interpretations given, and the program of festivals
arranged. 9 The new titulary was made known by rescript to the officials
throughout the land, for the oath was administered by the "life" of the
king who had to be named.t? It also seems likely that during this time
the new king traveled through the land, visiting the shrines of the main
gods and performing the Mystery Play of the Succession at certain
towns (chap. 11). The body of the late king was meanwhile prepared
tor burial.
Then the moment arrived when the definitive accession to power was

possible. It might be New Year's Day or some other decisive new be-
ginning in nature's cycle. For the solar year is not a primitive concept;
and within it several "New Year's Days" are possible.!' Each significant
new start, the revival of vegetation, the equinoxes or the solstices of the
sun, or, in Egypt, the rise or abatement of the Nile's inundation-in
short, every recurring renewal of life in nature can be counted as the
beginning of a new cycle inviting man, too, to new enterprise. The vul-
nerability of the primitives, exposed to unpredictable natural forces, in-
vested the periodicity of nature with a particular significance. Involun-
tarily, perhaps, primitive man pursues his aims in conjunction with
those reliably recurring events. The harmony between nature and man
thus established is felt as a powerful support of his endeavor and, per-
haps, as the very condition of success.

The Egyptian calendar* started with the first day of the first month
of the Season of Inundation (1 Thorh), a day originally coinciding with
the beginning of the rise of the Nile. But four months later there was an-
other new beginning: the inundation ended, the Nile returned to its bed,
and the new crops were sown. The first day of the first month of the
"Season of Coming Forth" (1 Tybi) was consequently celebrated as a
rite de passage appropriate to a new beginning, although it was not the

• See above, chap. 6, n. 3.
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)4 KINGSHIP AND THE GODS

alendrical New Year's Day. This "New Year's Day" in autumn was
resided over by a snake-demon called Nehebkau, a name which can be
.anslared as "Bestower of Dignities"> or as "Uniter of the Ka's"13 (of
[oms and Osiris); and we have, in both cases, an allusion to the defini-
ve assumption of power by the new king. In the pyramid texts, more-
ver, we find that Nehebkau receives the newly arrived dead king
nong the gods or prepares him a meal or that the new arrival is an-
ounced to him and to Re.14This ceremony may be a heavenly counter-
art of Nehebkau's function at the late king's coronation, or it may be
art of his duties at the coronation of the late king's successor; for the
iterment of Osiris" was on the eve of the coronation of a new king,
n the last day of the month of Khoiak. In other words, the late king
-as interred (and was announced to the gods as a new arrival in the
Iereafier) just before the new king was crowned.*
The festivities lasted at least five days, starting with the Feast of
okaris on Khoiak 26 and ending on Tybi 1; and it has been suggested
-ith good reason that the most important ceremonies repeated the cele-
rations with which Menes had established his sovereignty over the Two
ands. The inclusion, on Khoiak 26, of a ceremony called "Circuit of
ie (White) Walls" certainly points in that direction. At the moment
-e want merely to stress that within the year there were at least two
eriods during which it was fitting that a king should be crowned to re-
stablish the harmony between nature and society which had been shat-
.red by the death of the previous ruler. Hence it is said ofTuthmosis I,
'hen he indicates the date for the coronation ofHatshepsut: "He knew
tat a coronation on New Year's Day was good as the beginning of
eaceful years."

• See below, pp. 178-79, 193-94.

CHAPTER 9

THE CORONATION

THE actual procedure of the coronation can be reconstructed in its
main features from three sources: temple reliefs of the New King-
dom; pyramid texts; and the~ of the Successism,

which we shall treat separately in chapter 11. In Hatshepsur' s temple at
Deir el Bahri the birth scenes are followed by some which refer to her
accession.' However, these show us not the ritual procedure but
rather the ideal significance of the event, serving, as do their fellows, to
proclaim the legitimacy and the divine sanction of that theological mon-
strosity-a woman on the throne of Horus. .

The series starts with two scenes concerned with Hatshepsut's pres-
entation to the gods. First Amon and Harakhte purify her; then Amon,
holding a young prince (sic!) on his knee, confronts the assembly of the
gods. These acknowledge her as Amon's daughter and wish her well.*
Next the queen is shown traveling with her father through the land,
visiting various temples. On this journey, too, the gods acknowledge
her.

(Each) one of the gods led another; they went around her every day and said, "Wel-
come, welcome, 0 daughter (of Amon). Behold thy law and order in the land. Thou ar-
rangest it; thou purrest to rights what is faulty in it ..... We acknowledge the de-
scendant (literally 'egg') of him who created us ..... Thy soul is created in the hearts
of thy people (so that they say): 'She is (the) Kamutef's daughter whom the gods
love.' "

On the Kamuref we shall have to speak later (chap. 14). Note that the
order in the land is the king's order, just as the order in the universe is
the Creator's order. The trip ends with a visit to Atum in Heliopolis.
After this the crowns are brought, and their names are made known

to Hatshepsur. Next the queen is depicted crowned and in royal attire
before Amon. Here, in the world of the gods, a scene is enacted which
finds its precise equivalent upon earth during the Sed festival when the
crown prince pays homage to the king. The prince is received by a
priest, Inmutef who stands before the throne, as the Sem priest does in

• See above, P: 77.
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:Old Kingdom, acting for the king throughout the jubilee. In the re-
:s Hatshepsut stands before the throne of Amon, received by an In-
ref priest who says: "Thou hast appeared on the throne of Horus.
ou leadest all the living. Thou art joyful, living with thy Ka eternal-
like Re." The ancestral spirits acclaim the queen here, while Seshat
IThoth, the divine scribes, take note. Thoth says: "I establish for
e then thy Crowns of [Re], and thou livest etern [ally on the throne
Horus like Re] ."2 This sequence of reliefs reflects the course of
.nts upon a supernatural level. The brief account of Tuthmosis Ill's
:ession also separates his confrontation with the gods and the descrip-
1of his effective authority." And the first occurs before the fixing of
titulary and immediately after the god gives the oracle that the prince
II be king; it would normally coincide with the accession. If we also
e the presentation to the gods to signify Hatshepsut's accession, her
its to the shrines of the land may be viewed as a ceremony which
mally took place between the accession and the coronation; and the
11 scenes obviously represent the coronation itself.
[he reliefs now continue to depict the equivalent in the world of
n of these transcendent events, though even then they do not present
icture of actuality. In the first place, we find the fiction of coregency
:oduced.* T uthmosis I has Hatshepsut placed before him upon his
one, and, putting his hands on her shoulders, he presents her to "the
lies of the king; the notables; the friends; the courtiers of the resi-
Ice and the chiefs of the people." The titulary is proclaimed, and
re is general jubilation. This procedure corresponds, of course, to
accession. Preparations are now made for the coronation, which will
e place on the next New Year's Day; we have already discussed the
rificance of that choice.
[he coronation is then mentioned in a curious way, not as part of the
rative, but in the very ancient form shown even on ivory labels of
First Dynasty, in which events of importance are entered in the an-
; of the realm. The full titulary of the queen, next the date, and,
Illy, the two ceremonies which mark the coronation of each king after
nes are given: "First month of the Inundation, New Year, the be-
ning of peaceful years, (Day) of the Coronation of the King of
per and Lower Egypt. Union of the Two Lands. Circuit of the Walls.
tival of the Diadem."
"he reliefs of Deir el Bahri devote much space to various purifica-
IS which punctuate the rites and less than we should wish to the de-
See above, Pl': 101-2 and chap. 8, n. 5.
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tails of the ceremony. We see, however, that the queen is brought to
the Dual Shrines, first to the Upper and then to the Lower Egyptian
one, by the Inmutef and Horus of Edfu, respectively. The crowns are
put upon her head by Horus and Seth, an act symbolizing that the coun-
try is truly pacified by her accession to power.
The features of the coronation represented by the reliefs are those

which the ancients considered most significant; they do not allow us to
visualize the procedure. We gain, however, a little more information
from the pyramid texts, which suggest that the crowns were actually
placed upon the king's head in the Dual Shrines. Wadjet, the cobra of
Lower Egypt, and Nekhbet, the vulture of Upper Egypt, were the
tutelary goddesses of those shrines and were, moreover, immanent in
the Red and White crowns. The crowns, then, were objects charged
with power and were, in fact, not always distinguished from the god-
desses themselves, as is shown by a collection of hymns addressed to
the crowns.' It seems that, at the coronation, the crowns were placed
in the Dual Shrines and were there approached by the king. The rele-
vant section of the pyramid texts (spells 220-22) refers to the corona-
tion with the crown of Lower Egypt only. It opens with a hymn to this
crown as a goddess. The doors of its shrine were opened, and epithets
were recited; and one phrase spoken by the king indicates that the coro-
nation, his assumption of royalty, is like a rebirth of kingly power and,
at the same time, a rebirth of the goddess ("when thou art new and
young"). The goddess is simply the personification of the power of
royalty, "the great magician," and hence is immanent in the crown.

The doors of the Horizon" are opened; their bolts are slipped.
He comes to thee, 0 Red Crown," he comes to thee, 0 Fiery One."
He comes to thee, 0 Great One; he comes to thee, 0 Magician.
He has purified himself for thee .....
Mayest thou be satisfied with him.
Mayest thou be satisfied with his purification.
Mayest thou be satisfied with the words he will say to thee:

"How beautiful is thy face, when thou art new and young."
A god has borne thee, the father of the gods;
He (the king) comes to thee, 0 Magician.
It is Horus who has fought to protect his Eye, 0 Magician [Pyr. 194-95].8

Next comes a litany in which the king addresses the crown and which
evidently aims at gaining for him the power residing in the crown. A
typically Egyptian play of ideas, considered efficacious for the establish-
ment of relations between them, appears at the end of the king's recita-
tion. In the last line of the preceding quotation the crown is called the
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fHorus." We shall discuss this important concept below.*Note,
er, that the king refers back to it at the end of the litany which we
ng to quote and which forms the continuation of the coronation
Since the goddess of the crown is the Eye of Horus, she can be
have come forth from the king, Horus. As a goddess she is, how-
ie king's mother.] Hence the king states that he has come forth
er. And it is even possible that this relationship-potentially ex-
vith each goddess-is here felt to be pregnant with meaning;
Isis the throne "made" the king! and was therefore his mother,
crown "makes" a king-to-be a king. The king's recitation reads
IWS:

o Red Crown, 0 Inu, 0 Great One,
o Magician, 0 Fiery Snake!
Let there be terror of me like the terror of thee.
Let there be fear of me like the fear of thee.
Let there be awe of me like the awe of thee.
Let there be love of me like the love of thee.
Let me rule, a leader of the living.
Let me be powerful, a leader of spirits.
Let my blade be firm against my enemies.

o Inu, thou has come forth from me;
And I have come forth from thee.

s likely that during or at the end of the king's address the crown
iced upon his head, for the text is followed immediately by a
ddressed to the newly crowned king.

The Great One has borne thee;
The Exalted One has adorned thee;
For thou art Horus who hast fought
For the protection of thine Eye.

hymn which follows represents a new section of the ceremonies.
dishes the new king's relationship with the sun-god and creator
He does not appear as the legitimate heir-the formula of his re-
lip with Osiris-but as a son who is a distant successor and pat-
is rule on that of his prototype. Hence he is made to "stand"
er the land, as Atum did on the Primeval Hill when he assumed
p over the world he was creating.§ There is a distinct allusion
ion in the way the land is described. At the same time he is, as it
resented to the sun-god ("that Re may see thee"); and the text
irh a prayer on behalf of the new king.
-27,13 I. t See above, pp. 42-43. t See above, p. 43. § See below, pp. 152-53.
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Stand (as king) over it, over this land which has
come forth from Arum,

The spittle which has come forth from the beerle."
Be (king) over it; be high over it,
That thy father may see thee,
That Re may see thee.
He comes to thee, 0 father of his;
He comes to thee, 0 Re!

(Seven times repeated with other epirhers.)
Let him grasp the Heavens
And receive the Horizon;
Let him dominate the Nine Bows
And equip (with offerings) the Ennead.
Give the Crook into his hand
So that the head of Lower and Upper Egypt

shall be bowed [Pyr. 196-203).

It seems that at the end the crook was given into the king's hand. Here,
then, we have a sample of the actual procedure during one part of the
coronation. Its purpose was to transfer power from certain sacred ob-
jects to the king. A relationship was established between the monarch
and the object which was the repository of the force of royalty. It is
significant that the texts assume the character of an incantation, the
recurring rhythm of which is likely to cast a spell over the performers
and can be experienced as a compulsion effecting the transfer. A similar
ceremony took place, of course, in the Upper Egyptian Dual Shrine.

The Royal Ancestors, called, as we have seen, the Gods of the Dual
Shrines, were no doubt present at the solemnities; and, when the reliefs
show the king emerging to begin the Circuit of the Walls, their stand-
ards are with him. At this point must have been sung the hymns which
we have quoted above" and which express the profound relief of the
people that the interregnum is past-that there is again a king-that
the state, and also, as we have seen, nature, can be trusted to follow its
accustomed and preordained course. The time, which had been "out of
joint," had been "set right."

* Pp. 58 and 60.



CHAPTER 10

THE TRANSFIGURATION OF THE KING'S
PREDECESSOR

rWEEN the accession and the coronation-while the new king as-
sumedpower, issued his protocol, and visited sanctuaries through-
out the land-the body and the funerary temple of his father were
ed for the interment. On the day before the coronation the burial
-ere concluded by a celebration of the dead king's resurrection in
yond.'
royal funerary ritual was inspired in part by the family relation-
hich placed upon the new king, as upon every Egyptian, the duty
sting his father through the crisis of death. More important still
e enactment (and thus the realization) of the mythological pat-
.kingship, the succession of Horus to the throne of the murdered
Hence the funeral of the king's predecessor, or rather his trans-
.on produced or furthered by the funerary ritual, formed part of
emonies of the succession.
have seen that the Egyptians recognized a period of sus-
ierween the occurrence of death and the completion of the rites
al.* During this period "the Ka's rested," and the dead were de-
t upon the living for the termination of their inertia. The elabo-
s of the funerary ritual, the accumulation of spells and incanta-
md the prolonged concentration and effort required of the sur-
were commensurate with the resulting achievement, the resur-
of the dead.
e case of a dead king the usual procedure was complicated by the
ty of acknowledging the specific transfiguration which took
f the death of the ruler, considered as an individual, called for
resuscitation, it indicated at the same time that the late king had
•Osiris and would continue to benefit the people and to support
and successor with all the superhuman power of which he
L
e royal funerary texts these two aspects of the king's death find
.bove, p_ 63.
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expression. We shall begin by considering the identification with
Osiris.* However, it should be realized from the start that the two as-
pects were not always kept apart. In fact, many spells aim at the re-
suscitation of the dead king as an individual by an appeal to his divine
prerogatives as Osiris. Sometimes the personal aspect prevails to such
an extent that the mythological forms become entirely distorted. Thus,
one text makes the dead King Teti the successor to Osiris in the Here-
after, perhaps an attempt to bridge in the consciousness of the survivors
the distance berween the king as remembered and Osiris as whom he
must now be viewed.

Thou art on the throne of Osiris
As successor to the Chief of the Westerners (Osiris).
Thou hast assumed his power
And taken his crown."
Oh, King Teti, how lovely is this, how great is this
Which thy father Osiris has done for thee.
He has ceded his throne to thee
So that thou commandest those with hidden seats (the dead)
And guidest the Venerable Ones (the dead) [Pyr. 2021-23] .

Epithets given to the dead king derive from the elaboration which
the figure of Osiris itself had already undergone in the Old Kingdom
when these texts were written in the pyramids. All these aspects origi-
nate in the basic fact that Osiris is the dead ruler and are applied in the
pyramid texts to the dead king. We shall discuss them in chapter 15 and
deal here with only the fundamental conception. The dead King Unas
is called "he who is in Nedyt" (Pyr. 260-61), and this amounts to a
straightforward identification with Osiris, who, according to the myth,
had been murdered by Seth in Nedyt, or "on the banks of Nedyt."
Sometimes the ritual used at some phase of the funeral to effect the
transfiguration of the dead king is still recognizable. An example is the
following pyramid text, which one can imagine to have been recited at
the "Nereryt" (Deification), since it presents the dead King Unas to the
gods as Osiris. It starts with a litany:

Arum, this one is thy son, Osiris, whom thou didst cause
to survive and live .

He lives, and so this Urias lives;
He has not died, and so this Un as has not died;
He has not disappeared, and so this Unas

does not disappear [Pyr. 167].

Similar presentations are made to the other gods of the Ennead, who,
as we shall see in chapter 15, represent a formula by which the relation

• See also below, chap. 15.
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~shipto the order of the gods is expressed. Consequently, we find
who is a member of the Ennead) among the gods to whom Vnas
ented as Osiris. Then follow Thoth and other gods.
t the text addresses itself to the goddess Nut: 3

Nut, this one is thy son, Osiris,
Of whom thou didst say, "He has been born to your father."
Thou hast wiped his mouth [soiled by the earth in which

he had been buried];
His mouth, has been opened by his son Horus whom he loves;
His limbs are counted by the gods [Pyr. 179].

:he text suddenly addresses Osiris, calling him by a variety of
but retaining the refrain of the litany: 4 "He lives, and so this
ives," etc., until the text changes to one offering the funerary
.e: "In thy name 'He who is in Dep,' let thy hands be around the
:1ydaughter; supply thyself with her." This now becomes the
, while the names with which Osiris is addressed follow one
r. Yet the old litany is still appended: "He lives, and so this
ives." Then the sacrifice is identified as the life-giving gift, the
Horus.*
What thou hast eaten is an eye; thy body becomes filled with it.
Thy son Horus separates himself from it for thee so that thou maycst

live thereby-

th the refrain "He lives, and so this Vnas lives," until the final
ling phrases to Osiris:

Thy body is the body of this Unas,
Thy flesh is the flesh of this Unas,
Thy bones are the bones of this Unas,
Thou goest, and so Unas goes;
Unas goes, and so thou goest [Pyr. 192-93].

.her text establishing the identity of the dead King Pepi with
proceeds differently-not with an incantation, but with a de-
Inof the arrival of the dead king among the gods, where several
s of the Osiris myth are recognized as appropriate to him and
finally, the sun-god confirms the identity and also the succession
(ing's son to the earthly kingship.
:hou has gone away to become a spirit-to become powerful as a god, thou on
ne of Osiris!

ho serve a god are behind thee; those who do homage to a god are before thee.
recite: "A god comes! A god comes! Pepi comes (who shall be) on the throne
Ins.
'it who is in Nedyt comes, that power in the province of This."
ielow, pp. 126-27 and 131.
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Isis speaks to thee; Nephthys bewails thee. The spirits come to thee, bowing down,
and kiss the earth before thy feet .....

Thou mountest to thy mother Nut; she takes thy hand and putS thee on the way to the
Horizon, to the place where Re is.

The Gates of Heaven are opened for thee; the Doors of the Cool Place are opened for
thee. Thou findest Re standing, waiting for thee.

He takes thy hand; he takes thee to the Dual Shrine of Heaven and places thee on the
throne of Osiris.

Thou standest (as king), 0 Pepi, supported (avenged), equipped as a god, equipped
with the aspect of Osiris, on the throne of Him who commands the Westerners.
And thou doest what he was accustomed to do, among the spirits, the Imperishable
Stars.

Thy son stands (as king) on thy throne, equipped with thy aspect, and does what thou
wert formerly accustomed to do at the head of the living, by order of Re the Great
God.

He grows barley; he grows emmer to present it to thee.

Thy name which is on earth lives; thy name which is on earth lasts, thou wilt not dis-
appear; thou wilt not be destroyed in all eternity [Pyr. 752-64].

The parallelism between the dead king and his successor is nicely
stressed: while the dead king does what he used to do (rule) among the
dead, his son does what the dead king used to do on earth. The end of the
text shows also how intimately the fate of the dead king and the con-
tinued life of the realm he ruled remain connected.

In the preceding text the Dual Shrines" are mentioned as if they were
in heaven. Re introduces the dead king there and enthrones him as
Osiris, thus projecting into heaven a feature of the earthly funeral. The
dead king is brought into the Dual Shrines to join the ancestral spirits.
This is particularly clear in the text we are now to quote. It opens with
transparent references to the Osiris myth, especially the finding of the
dead body by Horus and his allies, here represented by Thoth. Thoth
drives off Seth and his partisans. The statement that Horus "arranged"
this probably indicates some performance-mock fight or procession-
during the funeral rites organized by Pharaoh for his father.

The next theme shows how the dead king, now become Osiris, is
established in the Hereafter in the same manner in which his son is
established on earth-in the same manner, of course, as he had succeed-
ed his own father. We have seen in the Mernphite Theology that Geb

• See above, pp. 95-96.
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les before the assembled Ennead that Horus, as son of Osiris, is
'ed to the throne. Exactly in the same manner the dead king, as
s, is now given his legitimate place in the Hereafter; and, as a first
t, Isis and Nephthys can take care of him.
.xt the Royal Ancestors unite themselves with the dead king. This
portant because it shows clearly that the king at his death was
T made to merge with that body of spirits. That the "gods" really
ie ancestral spirits is shown by the puns which are meant to effect
nion. The defeat of the enemies is once more mentioned, and then
ead king is established as god by his mother, Nut. A renewed as-
10 of victory concludes the text. The intimate relationship between
ead king and his successor is introduced again in the statement that
ead king is the Ka of the living successor.

ris-Pepi!
has come to look for thee. He arranged for Thoth to make the partisans of Seth
'eat before thee; and (now) he brings them to thee, all together.

; made fearful the heart of Seth. Thou art older than he. Thou hast come forth
ire him (from the womb of Nut, mother of Osiris and Seth). Thy qualifications
e precedence over his. Geb has examined thy qualifications; he has put thee in
(rightful) place. Geb has brought thy two sisters, Isis and Nephthys, to thy side.

has arranged for the gods (the ancestral spirits) to unite themselves with thee,
raternize (im) with thee in thy name of "He of the Senur" and not to reject
r) thee in thy name of "He of the Dual Shrines" (iterty).

arranged for the gods to give thee justice. Geb has put the sale of his foot on
head of thy enemy who fears thee. Horus has beaten him.

s established thee as god because of Seth, in thy name of "god." ....

has grasped Seth and put him underneath thee, that he may carry thee and quake
:r thee in an earthquake; thou art higher than he is in thy name of "He of the
:n Land" (the necropolis of Abydos).

made thee recognize him (Seth )in his innermost being, and he does not escape
1 thee. He (Horus) has made thee grasp him (Seth) with thy hand, and he does
get away from thee.

is' Horus has supported (avenged) thee. He has done it for his Ka in thee, so
thou mayest be gracious (hetep) in thy name of Kaherep [Pyr. 575-82].

! immediate result of the justification of the king before Geb is
ie earth, Geb's realm, does not confine the dead king any longer
ows his active parts (Ba, voice, etc.) to go forth, while remaining
pository of his body. This will make it possible for Re to trans-
the king and make him part of the corporation of ancestral spirits
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called here, not the Souls, but the Guardians, of Pe and Nekhen. The
text on page 116 relates the events on the plane of the gods which
correspond with the ritual induction of the dead king among the ances-
tral spirits in the Dual Shrines on earth. The description of the ritual
continues, saying that the earth opens its gates when Anubis, the god of
the necropolis, calls the dead king, who (after reference to another trans-
figuration which we shall omit) passes through the sacred region of
Abydos (where the kings of the earliest dynasties were buried) and
finds there an entrance to heaven.

o Earth! Hear what the gods said, what Re will say,
When he transfigures this King Pepi so that he may receive
His spirithood before the gods, like Horus the son of Osiris;
When he gives him his spirirhood among the Guardians of Pe
And ennobles him as a god among the Guardians of Nekhen.

The earth speaks (in reply):
"The Gates of Akeru" are opened for thee;
The Doors of Geb are opened for thee.
Thou leavest at the call of Anubis."

When thou goest, Horus goes;
When thou speakest, Seth speaks."
Thou goest to the Lake; 7

Thou approach est the province of This;
Thou passest through Abydos (and)
A gate in Heaven opens for thee
Toward the Horizon."
The heart of the gods rejoices at thy approach.
They take thee to Heaven in thy quality of Ba.
Thou an powerful (baty) among them [Pyr. 795-99].

A comparison of the two texts which precede shows, as we indicated,
how a ritual act could be envisaged as effective 'upon two planes.
The next text shows even more clearly how the Egyptians imagined

their actions to be dovetailed into the invisible world of the gods. It
opens with the successor's call to the dead king to partake of the sacri-
fices offered to him, so that, thus strengthened, he may face the opened
Gates of Heaven. The ancestral spirits approach when they hear the
lamentations of Isis and Nephthys bewailing their dead brother. (As
we know, these lamentations formed part of the actual funerary rires.)
The spirits now take up the clamor and the dance; and, at this point, the
funerary proceedings pass from the earthly setting, the tomb, to the
plane of the gods. For suddenly the ancestors speak the words of trans-
figuration, and the dead king awakens unto eternal life.
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r this, the earthly celebrants once more address the dead king,
upon him to arise, since the evil power which caused his death is
.hed and his sister and wife, Isis, has found him (as she did in the
so that mourning may cease in the Dual Shrines. Then a final
is made to the gods, the ancestral spirits, to accept the late king
,midst as one of their company.
text opens with words spoken by the dead king's successor:

mer, lift thyself from thy left side, turn thyself on thy right side, toward this
water that I have given thee.
mer, lift thyself from thy left side, turn thyself on thy right side, toward this
bread that I have made for thee.
:her, the Gates of Heaven are open for thee; open for thee are the Doors of the
enly) Bows.

irating priest (probably) continues:

The Gods of Pe have sympathy(?);
They come to Osiris upon (hearing) the voices of lamen-

tation ofIsis and Nephthys.
The Souls of Pe dance for thee;
They strike their flesh for thee;
They beat their arms for thee;
They tear their hair for thee."
They say to Osiris:

"Thou art gone;
Thou art come.
Thou art awakened
(After) thou wert asleep.
Thou stayest alive."

Arise and see
Arise and hear
What thy son has done for thee,
What Horus has done for thee.
He beats him who beat thee.
He binds him who bound thee.
He puts him under his eldest daughter
Who lives in Kedem1o-
Thy eldest sister who gathered thy flesh,
Who took thy hands, who searched for thee,
Who found thee,
Lying on thy side on the banks of Nedyr,

Mourning ceases in the Dual Shrines.
o Gods! Speak to him, bring him to you [Pyr. 1002-9].11

lions to ritual are found in the pyramid texts, as we have seen be-
aen describing the coronation. We also find clear references to
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funerary rites when the dead is called upon to turn on his other side
and reach for the food and drink that is offered or when his passage
through Abydos is mentioned. But we do not possess a description of a
royal funeral. Hence we shall continue to consider the theological as-
pect of the destiny of the king after death.

In the pyramid text which we have quoted on page 115, the dead king
found an entrance to heaven at Abydos, the ancient burial place of the
royal dead. This suggests a fate beyond his union with the ancestral
spirits of the royal house, and it represents, in fact, another aspect of
the king's life after death. His incorporation with the Souls of Pe and of
Nekhen was a purely impersonal aspect-important for his successor
and for the state: as Osiris he became one of the souls of Nekhen
(Pyr. 2108a). But this thought was unlikely to satisfy the king when,
during his lifetime, he pondered his future fate." The personal aspect
of his survival after death did not differ in essentials from the expecta-
tions of his subjects; and, though there were a great variety of views
about the potentialities of life after death, they could usually be reduced
to one single formula. The Egyptian hoped, after the crisis of death, to
be reintegrated into the life of nature.

In an almost cloudless land like Egypt the obvious proof of the per-
manence of the processes of nature is found in the sky. The sun in his
daily course and the stars, thought by many primitive peoples as well as
by the Egyptians to be the souls or spirits of the dead, suggested im-
mortality in the primitive sense of an endless continuation oflife as it is
known. And thus the desire was felt, and soon formulated, to join
either sun or stars and pass with them through the sky and also through
the anti-sky underneath the flat earth, emerging daily and setting daily
in an everlasting joyous circuit.

At the end of the Memphite Theology it is said that Osiris, the dead
king buried in the royal castle, entered the Hereafter "in step with Him
who shines in the Horizon on the path of Re," that is, with the sun,
rising over the Light Mountain (Q), which we translate "horizon,"
as is usually done.

Viewed in this manner, as a problem of individual survival, the dead
king's reception by the ancestral spirits is but a station on his road to
peace in the Hereafter. This is clearly expressed in the following text
in which the Royal Ancestors, the Followers of Horus, purify him and
give him further directions:

Pepi has come that he may purify himself in the Reed Field;
He descends to the Field of Kenser.P
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The Followers of Horus purify Pcpi,
They bathe him, they dry him.
They recite to him the Spell of the Right Way.
They recite for him the Spell of the Ascent.

Pepi ascends to Heaven.
Pepi embarks on this boat of Re.
Pepi commands for him (Re) those gods who row him.
All the gods are jubilant at the approach of Pepi,
Just as they are jubilant at the approach of Re,
When he emerges at the Eastern side of Heaven
In peace, in peace [Pyr. 920b-923].

lame notion is expressed with striking conciseness in the follow-
, which summarizes, in each successive phrase, one phase of the
the first tells of the burial and the goal to which it leads; the
of the finality of the transition; the third, of the underground
the eternal circuit; and the fourth, of the emergence in the sky
ransfigured king:

Unas has been guided on the Roads of the Beetle (sun-god).
Unas rests from life in the West.
The inhabitants of the Netherworld accompany him.
Unas shines renewed in the East [Pyr. 305-6].

:th through the Mother, which we shall study in chapter 14, is
imbined with the motif of the circuit, generally that of the sun.
he following text the king joins the stars, not the sun. Orion, as
I see, embodies Osiris.

Q Unas, thou art that great star, the Companion of Orion,
Which crosses Heaven with Orion
And sails through the Netherworld with Osiris.
Thou risest at the Eastern side of Heaven,
Renewed in thy time, rejuvenated at thy hour.
Nut has borne thee together with Orion;
The year has adorned thee together with Osiris [Pyr. 882-83].

: cases, but not very often, the descent into the Netherworld is
I as a hazard." Or the dead king is identified with one of the
iolar stars which never set: "Thou art that one star which ap-
: the Eastern side of Heaven and does not give itself up to Horus
oJetherworld" (Pyr. 877). But usually the Netherworld supplies
rous though inevitable link between the world of men and eternal
e burial carries the king to the Netherworld, but the very fact of
g there enables him to join the cosmic circuit:
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Thou goest to the Lake and sailest upstream to the province
of This.

Thou passest through Abydos in this thy transfiguration
which the gods ordered thee to be.

A ramp is trodden for thee to the Netherworld, to the place
where Orion is.

The Bull of Heaven takes thy arm [Pyr. 1716-17].

Here also the old royal necropolis at Abydos countS as the proper
place to enter the Hereafter. In later times the dangers which had to be
overcome in the Netherworld were elaborated to such an extent that
they occupy by far the largest part of the funerary papyri, which be-
came true guides through the perils of the Beyond. But occasionally we
find a similar preoccupation in the earlier pyramid texts (e.g., Pyr. 323).
One short text suggests that the dead king has regained his freedom by
the winning of the "snake game" (played with men on a spiral track on
a board); 15 and he now joins in a truly hectic circuit:

I have come forth from the snake game.
I have risen as a heat wave and have returned.
I have gone, 0 Heaven, 0 Heaven!
I have come, 0 Earth, 0 Earth'
I have stepped on the green Ked plant under the feet of Geb (Earth)
(And) I walk (again) on the Roads of Nut (Heaven) [Pyr. 541].

Many problems and many accusations of inconsistency leveled at the
ancients originate in our failure to recognize the dynamic quality which
life after death possessed for them. We look in vain for any description
of Elysian Fields in the early texts. It is true that the "Field of Rushes"
or the "Field of Offerings" is named in the pyramid texts, but the desig-
nation is hardly more than a label used when reference to the place
where the dead dwell becomes inevitable. The texts never enlarge upon
the nature of these "fields"; their location is described in terms which
are full of contradictions until we realize that the dead were not thought
to inhabit a static Beyond, but to move with the sun and stars, and that
the "Field of Offerings" was nothing but a name for their circuit. This,
in fact, is clearly indicated by texts like the following:

(Since he) lives who lives by order of the gods, thou shalt live.
Thou risest with Orion in the Eastern part of Heaven;
Thou settest with Orion in the Western part of Heaven;
The third of you is Sothis, of pure places.
She it is who will guide you on the beautiful roads
Which are in Heaven-in the Field of Rushes [Pyr. 821-22].
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ling and setting, with the Dog Star as guide, the dead king moves
e beautiful roads which are in the Field of Rushes." The Field of
es is therefore located wherever the dead are imagined to be. It
be the "Field of Kenser'P" near the waters which the king must
and which purify him." Or the "Field of Rushes" may be another
for the Primeval Hill, * an island in the midst of those waters and
minently suitable for a resurrection from death." In this case the
: of the dead is, of course, located in the East.
t if the dead were imagined as circumpolar stars, they abode in the
h.20When the land of the dead was thought of as the aim of the de-
d's journey, it was located in the West.21In other words, it is futile
oect a given region to be consistently regarded as the abode of the
since they participated in the cyclic movement of nature and were
mfined to either Heaven or Hades. They were in the Netherworld
:11 as in the night sky, and by day were in the boat of the sun. They
d in the circuit above and below the flat earth. Moreover, they
able to leave their cosmic setting and to reappear upon earth, tak-
Ie tomb as a starting-point and emerging from there as the Ba (p.
vhich retained its connection with the buried body or a statue and
retained some of its earthly individuality.
le texts which we have quoted refer to the royal dead, and it is the
val of the kings after death with which we are primarily concerned.
ae conception of man's future life as dynamic can hardly have been
rained for the kings only, and we find it mentioned in those few
Ices where early texts in the tombs of commoners refer to the
after. We read then that the dead wish to "walk upon the beautiful
upon which the Venerated Ones (the dead) wander." In the Sixth
.sty, when the texts become a little more elaborate, the interment is
Iy presented as a first step in joining the circuit: "The Venerated
has united himself with the earth, may he traverse Heaven and
.t to the Great God."22
.ual and life in the Hereafter are treated as one unbroken continu-
n these same tombs a boat journey of the dead is described as
ling from Buto and sailing to the Field .of Offerings."23 In this
d of Offerings" and in the "beautiful roads" we recognize fea-
of such pyramid texts as the last we quoted. Yet there can be hard-
y question of an imitation of royal models before the last part of
ixth Dynasty. The resemblances derive from the Egyptians' basic
e below, pp. 151 ff.
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view of life after death, which affected their imaginations as regards
both king and commoners."
The texts referring to the royal dead are more explicit and often im-

pressive. In the one which we shall now quote the dead king joins the
sun-god-creator, Arum, almost as coregenr, with the power to settle
disputes in the Netherworld. This text, which in the traditional view
would count as "solar" in character, starts significantly with the de-
scent into the Netherworld, where the king can join the sun in its cir-
cuit. An initial purification was, of course, required. Sunrise appears as
the birth of the sun; a midwife" takes the child by the head, at the
horizon. The sun, continuing to ascend, passes through the "bones" of
the god of the air, Shu, who is between earth and sky. The sky is reached
when Nut takes the newborn child in her arms, and a second purification
takes place at this entrance into a new sphere. Then the motif of the
circuit is restated in a resume in which the more neutral name for the
sun, "Re," takes the place of "Arum." The movement is mentioned
twice again in connection with Isis and Nephthys, the sisters of Osiris,
who take care of him. Finally, the royal birth of the king is recalled, and
Arum is invoked and implored to accept his son on the strength of it.26

Thou throwest off thy uncleanness for Arum in HeliopoIis, and
thou descendest with him.

Thou judgest the misery of the Netherworld (Nauner, anti-sky) and
standest (as kin~) over the sites of the Primeval Waters (Nun).

Thou "becornest'? with thy father Arum, The misery of the Neth-
erworld slackens for thee.

Thy head is held by the midwife of Heliopolis.
Thou risest and openest thy way through the bones of Shu.
The embrace of thy mother Nut receives thee .
Thou cleanest thyself in the Horizon and throwest off thy unclean-

ness in the Lakes of Shu.

Thou risest and settest; thou goest down with Re, sinking in the
dusk with Nedy.

Thou risest and settest; thou risest up with Re and ascendest with
the Great Reed Float.

Thou risest and settest; thou goest down with Nephthys, sinking
in the dusk with the Evening Boat of the Sun.

Thou risest and sertest; thou risest up with Isis, ascending with the
Morning Boat of the Sun.

Thou takest possession of thy body; nobody stands in thy way.
Thou art born because of Horus (in thee); thou art conceived be-

cause of Seth (in thee).
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Thou hast purified thyself in the Province of the Falcon,
And hast received purification in the Province of the Integral Ruler,

from thy father, from Arum.
Thou hast "become, "27 thou art high, thou hast been transfigured.
Thou art cool in the embrace of thy father, in the embrace of Arum.
Arum, let this Unas ascend to thee; embrace him.
He is thy son, of thy body, throughout eternity [Pyr. 207-12].

e embrace is, again, that mystical act of communion and union
I we have met at the end of the Memphite Theology and are now
to study in the Mystery Play of the Succession. But the meaning
: text is unmistakable. The phrase, "Thou risest and settest," re-
:l soothingly, casts the spell of achievement and reflects the peace-
aring of the regular tidal movement which pervades nature.

THE MYSTERY PLAY OF THE SUCCESSION

THE extraordinary document which we are now to consider differs
from all the texts mentioned hitherto. The Memphite Theology,
the story of Hatshepsut's birth and accession, and most of the

pyramid texts are concerned with theory, not practice. At most we can
suspect certain passages of their arguments to allude to ritual usage.
Not so the text which is now before us. This large roll of papyrus! is

the actual "script" of a play performed at the accession of Senusert I.
There is no doubt, however, that it contains elements antedating the
Middle Kingdom by many centuries; the "Spirit-seekers" who playa
part in it are known only on monuments of the First Dynasty, and the
play, in its present form dating from about 2000 B.C., is probably but
one specimen of a performance repeated at the accession of each king.
The text contains two indications as to the phase of the succession

during which it was performed. In the first place, the ruler is referred to
as "the king who will rule" :t.: TO:. The future tense evidently
suggests the time of transition after the death of the king's predecessor
but before the coronation at Memphis. Secondly, it seems that the play
was performed at several cities throughout the land, for, when the site
of the performance is consecrated by a special type of sacrifice, this
sacrifice is offered to "the god of the town." There would be no reason
to avoid the proper name of this god unless the performance took place at
more than one city so that the god receiving the offerings could be indi-
cated only by a generic term. It is also clear that a propitiatory offering
to the local god was indicated when the site for the performance was
prepared, since the local god was the master of the territory. Now it is
likely that Pharaoh traveled to a number of cities in the period of trans i-
tion." On this assumption we can explain that throughout the perform-
ance of the Mystery Play Pharaoh remained on board the royal barge,
which served as his quarters during travel.

Actors in the play, besides the king, are the royal princes, officials,
priests, and even craftsmen. The action is sometimes of a practical na-
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:, as when the crowns or scepters which are to be used in the cere-
IY are brought in; but, even then, mythological allusions and paral-
are adduced to sustain the supernatural significance of these acts.
uality is never allowed to stand by itself. Throughout the play we
observe a deliberate attempt to fuse the historical event, the corona-
of one particular Pharaoh, with the perennial truth that Horus sue-
Is Osiris. But the means by which the transcendental import of the
ormance is stressed occasionally seem childish to us. For the Egyp-
s, believing in the marvelous power of words, considered puns and
d-play efficacious in establishing real relations between the objects
lived. We cannot possibly do full justice here to this side of our text
to the innumerable ramifications which it establishes by these prim i-
means." But we shall sometimes add the transcriptions of Egyptian
ds to our quotations to show where play on words is involved.
1addition to the actions which are indispensable for the performance,
1 as the bringing of insignia for the king, there are others which are
ibolical or which constitute mythological situations. By the same
en the localities in which the scenes are laid change rapidly. This is
ible because they are mythological localities. The medieval mystery
'S, with which our text has been compared, show a similar structure.
hem, too, the scene was shifted from Paradise to heaven and next,
laps, to the field where Adam was condemned to labor after the fall.
there is a profound difference which must not be overlooked. The
lieval mystery play represented the sacred story. But the Mystery
1of the Succession had some virtue or power in itself, though it is
.emely hard in our language to render the fluid conceptions which
e involved. In a way the coronation of the king in the play was no
'e than mimed, since it was repeated a number of times and required
definitive ceremony at Memphis to become irrevocable. Yet the play
no mere make-believe or even mere representation. It was necessary
the king to pass through its repeated ceremonies at the various cities
.irionally entitled to be thus involved in establishing the religious ties
ch united the new ruler with his country. The performances were
rumental in establishing these bonds. The king was not properly
~unless he had enacted the Play of the Succession at various cities or
I he had performed "Union of the Two Lands; Circuit of the Walls;
:ivaI of the Diadem" at Memphis, on one of nature's New Year's
'soTo that extent the play was not a "play"; our categories are not
~ruouswith those of the ancients." Though the definitive act of coro-
on was the culminating point of the five days of solemnities at
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Memphis, something changed in the world at each of the prescribed per-
formances which preceded it; and the cumulative effect of the changes
was the restoration of the harmony between cosmos and society
through the accession of a new king to the throne of Horus.

It is a view alien to our way of thinking that a ceremony should be,
not a token act, but an act which changes actuality-which could not be
omitted or replaced by another without dire consequences. Perhaps we
may approach an understanding of the pre-Greek point of view by read-
ing the simple description of an observer who watched the installation
of a new divine king of Bahima (Hamitic) stock in Africa," After stating
that there is much dressing and undressing of the king, with many sa-
cred robes and insignia, he proceeds: "The chief is being initiated into
the solemn mystery of the divine things; he becomes, in the process,
identified with these divine things, that is: with the spirit called Imama,
so that, thereafter, the crops, the birth of children and everything upon
which the tribesmen depend, comes from the great spirit Imama through
the medium of the chief. Therefore the chief, before he comes to power,
must conform to all the ceremonies beloved of Imama."

We shall see that an outsider observing the ancient Egyptian Mystery
Play of the Succession could have described it in much the same terms.
We may add another common feature: both Pharaoh and the Bahima
chief are brought into relation with the most important produce of na-
ture, the chief by receiving a goatskin and three sticks of ripe grain.
The Mystery Play of the Succession presents us with an undifferen-

tiated sequence of scenes concerned with "divine things." This absence
of internal structure is a primitive feature, as we have noticed already
in discussing the Memphite Theology. There is no subdivision, no em-
phasis, no connection between actions more closely interrelated than
others, and no transition. We find a mere addition of scenes which are all
equivalent from the point of view of form and through which the action
progresses according to a plan and toward an aim which remain for us
to discover.
Let us, then, first of all, consider the recognizable units, the separate

scenes. There are forty-six of these, all built according to one and the
same pattern which comprises four elements:

I. A sentence starting with "It happened that ..... " This sentence describes the
actual occurrence at the performance.

2. A sentence starting with "This means ..... " Here we find an explanation of
what the occurrence means in terms of mythology.

3. A sacred conversation: simple words rraditionally known to have been urrered by
the gods on certain occasions related to the situation.
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t I (scenes 1-7) is concerned with the preparation of the accessories,
LS the royal barge and the barges of the royal princes; and various
.ces are made.
t II (scene 8) .-Some of the royal insignia, scepters, and a mace
ought out of a hall which is used also in the Sed festival and which
the enigmatical name "Hall of Eating and Standing" or possibly
of Eating while Standing." Here already a reference to the king's
cessor appears. Words, most of which are lost through damage to
ipyrus, are addressed by Thoth to Osiris. One sentence explains
tion of the bringing-out of the insignia for the new king as follows:
us has grown up and takes possession of his Eye." Horus is the
but here he is emphatically represented in the light of mythology.
the myth, Horus, born after Seth had killed Osiris, grew up to
.ehis father and defeat Seth. Our play proclaims that at the corona-
his change of fortune for the House of Osiris recurs. The king pre-
s to be crowned is Horus grown to maturity and ready to take
e of the kingdom which is his legitimate inheritance. Whatever
he may have suffered is undone. In the myth Seth wounded or
his Eye, but it was recovered; and with it Horus regained his full
sth. Hence the Eye became symbolical of all his power and virtue.
he "Eye of Horus" which enables the son to revive his dead father
:Hereafter (p, 112). And the symbol and seat of royal power, the
s on the crown, is called the Eye of Horus. In the present scene of

the play Horus is said to have taken possession of his Eye to indicate the
fulness of his power.
The god Thoth-represented by a Royal Kinsman who has taken one

of the scepters out of the hall or container-speaks with typical Egyp-
tian equivocation so that the words can mean "I have taken the Horus
(scepter) out (of it)" or "I have fostered Horus," with a punning addi-
tion "so that he may support thee" (Osiris). The last stage direction of
this scene says simply "Marching through the mountains"; and one
wonders whether the king, now equipped with his insignia, had to make
a processional march beyond the town where the performance took
place up to the edge of the desert cliffs to establish dominion over the
valley and the adjoining desert.

Part III (scenes 9-18) .-Further preparations of barges, participants,
and site are now made. The first scene represents the threshing of barley
by driving bulls and male asses over it to trample out the kernels.
Bread-the staple food-will be eaten at a later stage of the ceremony.
Here its ingredients are won.

But in our text, as in the Memphite Theology, grain is taken as a
manifestation of Osiris; and a counection with the preceding scene can
be surmised. There Osiris was assured that Horus, equipped with some
of the insignia of kingship, would "support" his father. Here Horus (the
king) formally forbids the animals to trample the grain which stands for
Osiris. They naturally do not heed his order (after all, the grain must be
threshed), but Horus at least avenges his father by beating the animals
that had trampled the grain. They count now, of course, as parmers of
the antagonist per se, Seth; and the mythological locality of the scene is
therefore Leropolis, where Horus was supposed to have defeated Seth."
The text runs:

tage directions or producer's annotations to the script. There may be three or
these, and they may interrupt the sacred conversations on the papyrus-for in-
ly bracketing several columns together. This did not matter since they were not
xiken anyhow. The first of these notes or directions names the sacred person,
or locality referred to in the scene or in the words of the gods. The second gen-
ames the earthly equivalent of the sacred person or object mentioned in the pre-
one. (Thus these notes reverse the procedure of the actual text, for the latter
1S actuality first and next its meaning in the sphere of mythology.) A final note
1S the mythological locality in which the action is supposed to take place.

shall follow the method we adopted in summarizing the Memphite
ogy and render the Mystery Play by combining into parts (in a
:r which must be tentative) sets of scenes which seem to us to be-
ogether. In a way the course of the play is obvious. The corona-
: the central feature; consequently, the scenes leading up to it must
:paratory and those which follow must be complementary. But we
of course, to understand much more specifically what the play was
: to conveyor to achieve. We have distinguished six successive

It happened that barley was put on the threshing floor.
It happened that male animals were brought to trample it.
That means Horus avenging his father. ....

Horus speaks to the followers of Seth: "Do not beat this my
father."

(Smge directions) Beating Orisis, cutting up the god-barley.

Horus speaks to Osiris: "I have beaten for thee those who have
beaten thee."

(Smge directions) The followers of Seth-the bulls. Letopolis.

Horus speaks to Osiris: "His spittle shall not splash thee."
(Smge directions) Seth-the asses. Ascension to heaven.
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ie last speech of Horus with the stage directions that follow it is
elevant for us at the moment, but it gives a proper impression of the
ilication of our text, or rather the unbridled chains of associations
:onclusions in which religious equations are likely to expand. Since
.nimals are partisans of Seth, Osiris must be protected. The king
.crs him by casting a spell protecting the barley underfoot against
mimals' impurities which count as the spittle of Seth (mentioned
.nother texts)." There is word-play between the words for "splash"
'ass" and "Seth" and "spittle," respectively. Osiris' "ascension to
en" will, in reality, be enacted later in the play; but here it is an
icious and symbolical interpretation forced upon the simple act of
cting the threshed barley, lifting it up, and carrying it away upon
'. By carrying it away, the asses do again what Seth, in many places
e pyramid texts (e.g., p. 114), is commanded to do; that is, they
ry one greater than themselves." Similar allusions are made else-
re in our play: a barge carries the royal children (the barge is Seth),
chapel is whitewashed (the chapel is Seth, the whitewash Osiris!).
1ehave chosen to discuss this scene in detail because it is an excellent
tration of the elements of which the Mystery Play is composed and
vs with great clarity the relationship between the grain and Osiris,
int to which we shall return.
rees or branches and other materials are now brought on board the
es. Next a libation is made over the heads of sacrificial animals
.ably thrown into a ditch. This is the henket offering, customary
n new temples are founded and evidently intended here to conse-
~ the site where the performance of the play is to take place. The
ifice is therefore offered to the local god, "the god of the town."
pon the site thus consecrated the sacred Died pillar is erected. This
mony is part of the rites of royalty and probably serves as a symbol
ebirth and resurrection, as we shall see (chap. 15)-a symbol to be
n again in the sense imposed by primitive religion where a symboli-
ict achieves what it symbolizes. Thus the erection of the pillar, the
.Iuding ~ite for the king's predecessor, is his resurrection in the
eafter.
.fter the Died pillar is let down again, the royal princes mount their
:es. Bread and beer, the staple foods, called "the two new eyes," are
.n to the eyeless god of Letopolis, and a mock battle is fought. This
n is a feature which recurs with the erection of the Died pillar at
.nphis (p. 179), but the two battles differ in significance. The new
~'saccession, as we have seen, means a conciliation, a termination of

J
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all disharmony; the mock fight symbolizes the discord which his acces-
sion brings to an end. And the arbiter here, as in the Memphite Theol-
ogy, is Geb. We shall see later, in discussing the Ennead (chap. 15),
what the significance of his role is, though we have stated already the
obvious reason for his presence-that as earth-god he is concerned with
the rule over Egypt. The text runs:

It happened that there was fighting.
That means Horus fighting with Seth.
Geb speaks to Horus and Seth: "Forget!"
(Stage directiuns) Conflict between Horus and
Seth. Fighting.

Horus speaks to the Children of Horus:
"It is you who must forget."
(Stage directions) Conflict between Children of
Horus and Followers of Seth. Boxing.

This scene seems to end all the preparations except the preparation of
the king's person.

Part IV (scenes 19-25) describes how the produce of the land is brought
to the king as part of the preparation for his coronation. It culminates in
the hetep meal, given to the king immediately before he is crowned. The
produce of herds and fields and mines is displayed. Everyone of these
products, including the wood that must be split to make furniture, is
called the "Eye of Horus," the part of Horus which sustained damage in
the fight with Seth but which healed or was restored after Seth had
stolen it. Successively there are brought before the king milkmaids,
butchers, cabinetmakers (all in pairs); the dining-table the cabinet-
makers are supposed to have made; wine, carnelian; and faience orna-
ments. Finally, the hetep meal is brought in and offered to Pharaoh.

Part V (scenes 26-32) represents the climax of the play, the corona-
tion. It starts with an enigmatic ceremony inwhich the standards* playa
part. We also meet here dignitaries, bearing archaic titles, whom we shall
meet later in charge of the burial of the king's predecessor. They are the
Spirit-seekers. 8 The text reads: "It happened that the Spirit-seekers and
the Royal Kinsmen(?) went around the two falcon standards. That
means Thoth takes possession of the two eyes of Horus for him." The
sacred conversation merely repeats this information. The action of the
Spirit-seekers is perhaps intended to bring about the harmonious incar-
nation of Horus and Seth united in the one person of the king. One
thinks of the title "The Two Lords" meaning Horus and Seth."
Next, two scepters are brought and also two feathers /fJ, which
• See above, pp. 91 If.
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resently adorn the head of the king. Again we meet a duality in
Ig with Menes' conception of the rulership of Egypt. And the
,logical interpretation utilizes this duality further by alluding to
oflict of Horus and Seth. When Horus was wounded in the eye,
vas wounded in the testicles. The two scepters are equated with
sticles of Seth, and in the sacred conversation of this scene Thoth
iishes Horus to incorporate these testicles in himself to increase
wer.
xt a single object is brought in-the gold headband," the most
:ial element of the crown.
:rything is now ready for the actual coronation. At this moment a
ice "from the Two Regions" (i.e., from the land of Egypt as a
:J is offered; "The Great Ones of Upper and Lower Egypt" are
ed to approach, and in their presence the "Keeper of the Great
er" fixes the crown upon the head of the monarch, who is pro-
I throughout the ceremony by the purifying fumes of incense,
ir, "the divine substance." After this, and as the final act of this
,f the ritual, half-loaves, called "an offering which the king gives,"
stributed to the Great Ones of Upper and Lower Egypt. In other
s, the very first act of the newly crowned king is to distribute
y. Out of the abundance which is to mark his reign he makes the
vhich even with us has remained symbolical of all sustenance+-
. The king himself takes a hetep meal.
~have summarized these scenes in rapid succession to show their
.elation and to convey something of the dramatic values which
cterize this part of the play. But we may consider them now in a
more detail.
re explanatory phrases of the text which deal with the approach of
~reatOnes of Upper and Lower Egypt stress again that the duality
ngship represents conflicting powers in equilibrium. Followers of
are now said to be among those who attend the king, and it is
IGeb who orders "the gods" to be in attendance upon Horus. The
.at Ones" represent the people of the whole of Egypt at this central
nony; consequently, they are viewed as forming two groups, and
rtroduction of the motif of conciliation becomes possible. For Geb
esses them as "Children of Horus and Followers of Seth." The
: reads:

It happened that "Come!" was said to the Great Ones of
Upper Egypt and the Great Ones of Lower Egypt.

.~
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That means Thoth lets the gods be in attendance upon
Horus, by order of Geb.

Geb speaks to the Children of Horus and the Followers of
Seth: "Attend to Horus. Thou (0 Horus) art their lord."

Before quoting the words spoken at the actual coronation, we must
note that the crown is referred to as the "Eye of Horus;" This is one of
those mythological concepts which are so heavily charged with meaning
that it is almost impossible for us to grasp their full significance. We
have met the "Eye of Horus" as the source of all the good that accrues
to the dead king through the actions of his son Horus.* But it stands also
for the power in the king, Horus, and as such it is the crown, which is
the repository of that power. We have seen in a coronation ritual that
the crown is addressed as the goddess Wadjet, the uraeus, and also as the
"Eye of Horus," just as in the Mystery Play. The nexus of concepts
may once more be summarized as follows: The "Eye" of the sky-god
Horus may be the sun. The "Eye" of the sun-god Re, however, is his
"daughter," the snake-goddess Wadjet, whose fiery poison strikes death
into the god's enemies. Pharaoh's diadem was adorned with the figure
of this uraeus, since Wadjet was immanent in the Crown." Therefore,
we must attempt to hear the resonance of this polyphony of meaning-
royal power over life and death, protective goddess, solar power, source
of power-when the text refers, at the most solemn moment of the
Mystery Play, to the crown of the king as "thine Eye."
The words spoken by Thoth are interrupted in the papyrus by stage

directions, but we shall quote them continuously. It must be remembered
that this is the culmination of the performance. All the elaborate prep-
arations-of barges, of utensils, of the site, of the participants, and,
finally, of the king, to whom, then, the produce of the land is brought so
that he may partake of it and distribute it-are directed toward this
moment when the new king is invested with the absolute and divine
power of kingship by the attachment of the insignia to his person.
Thoth, the scribe of the gods, often the teconciler of Horus and Seth,
speaks while a last anointment is taking place:

Take thou thine Eye, whole, to thy face.
Place it well in thy face.
Thine Eye shall not sadden with sadness.
Take thou the fragrance of the gods (censing),
That which cleanses, which has come out of thyself.
(At this point the crown and feathers are placed upon
the king.)

Cense thy face with it so that it be fragrant through
and through.

• See above, pp. 112 and 126.
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stage directions indicate that censing continues throughout this
h of Thoth and that, at the point which we have indicated, the
ng of the crown by the Keeper of the Great Feather" takes place.
censing occurs here because in its fumes a divine substance per-
~sthe king. In most countries of antiquity the gods revealed them-
;, not only to sight and hearing, but also to the sense of smell."
mequaled fragrance which revealed their presence issued also from
urning incense. This could be explained only by the assumption
rcense partakes of the essence of the gods. At the actual coronation
se is made to "cleanse" the king, but by a quick turn of thought
orion that an external agent is employed is converted. Since the
is divine, the "fragrance of the gods" is said to come forth from
vn sacred person.
w the king stands in all his regalia, truly the ruler of the Two
;. And his first act is a dispensation of bounty to the Great Ones of
r and Lower Egypt, who represent the people.
e distribution of half-loaves is explained as follows: "That means
s who counts his Eye and gives them (the gods) their heads. "The
hrase is a little obscure; it recurs in the pyramid texts and very
bly means that he makes it possible for the other gods-in reality
eople of Egypt as represented by the Great Ones of Upper and
r Egypt-to live. This interpretation is in keeping with the role
ng plays in the consciousness of the Egyptians (chap. 5). Without
.ie people would be like beheaded criminals, without life and even
'lit hope for the Hereafter, since their bodies were gravely rnuti-
The king, however, gives them the very symbol oflife, bread, ex-
y identified with all good, the "Eye of Horus." The verb tradi-
Iy translated "counting" often means "asserting one's right to dis-
of property."
e distribution of the half-loaves is, of course, a mere gesture; a real
follows toward the end of the performance. At the point now
ed the provision of sustenance is given the briefest possible form
se the act "Horus succeeding Osiris," which is the basic fact of
recession, requires that immediate attention be given to the late
After the coronation the new ruler arranges for the funeral of his
" or rather for the ritual effecting the transfiguration of the late
making him a power in the Beyond.
t VI (scenes 33'-46) is concerned with the transfiguration of the
: predecessor. If we have retained the designation "Mystery
, it is not because of resemblances with medieval mysteries which
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are, as we have seen, superficial, but because the scenes now to be de-
scribed represent the enactment of a mystery.

We are again confronted with phenomena which defy our categories
and terms. There is no question of a mere burial, nor even of the simile
of a burial, repeated wherever the play is enacted. We find here, in the
first place, an excellent example of those rites de passage13 which-with
elaborate symbolism, allusions, and precautions-guide man's personal-
ity from an earlier to a new state of life at each of the crises of birth,
puberty, marriage, and death. In the second place we are faced with the
mystery of communion.

In the Memphite Theology and in the reliefs ofHatshepsut, we found
the new king appearing in the arms of his father-Horus in the embrace
of Osiris. In the Mystery Play we deal, not with pictorial representa-
tions, but with ritual. Osiris, in the play, is the dead king whose body is
to be buried. How is the embrace effected?
The answer to this question is found in a power-charged object, a

fetish, in this case a stomacher called "Qeni." The king puts this object
around his chest and back; the immortal parts of Osiris seem immanent
in it, and the mutual embrace of Horus and Osiris is effected.

The embrace has twofold consequences: power accrues to the new
king, for Osiris "is his Ka," and the divine power of kingship immanent
in the late ruler is transferred to his successor. The late king, on the oth-
er hand, is "supported," at the critical moment of his transition to the
Hereafter, by the vital force of his son. It is important to note the pre-
cise moment in the play when this embrace takes place. The king has
just been crowned and stands in the fulness of his power. The death of
the late king, on the other hand, is now to be faced as a reality: bread
and beer, the products of barley, now brought to the king, are obtained
through the death of the seed corn which is a manifestation of Osiris
(chap. 15). Conjuring up death is fraught with danger. At this moment
Osiris is therefore protected in the embrace of his living SOO.14 The em-
brace continues while the mummy is being prepared and presumably
until the moment when the dead king is "found" by priests or officials
with the archaic and significant title "Spirit-seekers." It would seem
that they find Osiris in the arms of his son, for from this point onward
the burial takes its course. It is enacted upon the human as well as upon
the supernatural plane. To the latter we reckon a short scene of the dead
king's ascent to heaven. To the world of men belongs the assignment of
two priestesses to his cult and the bringing of food for the induction of
the Spirit-seekers into the Dual Shrines. Obviously, they convey the
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t of the late king, which they have found, to the ancestral spirits
are, as we have seen, the gods of the Dual Shrines.
great meal, once more showing that abundance will prevail under
iew king, takes place; and final purifications conclude the solem-
s.
ow that we have summarized the proceedings, we must substantiate
nterpretations which we have given to them and present the texts.
rs first consider the Qeni stomacher. It is known from the funerary
I the "Opening-of-the-Mouth" (Fig. 32). A more archaic form is
ested by the determinative with which the word is written in the
mid texts and also in our coronation play. Such objects, apparently
in actual life, are shown on the reliefs of the Old Kingdom being
cated by herdsmen or dwellers in the Delta marshes; and, though
use is not indicated, they are of the same type as the reed capes and
reed shelters which those men manufactured." Thus the Qeni
acher, like the oldest shrines of Egypt, points back to the early
s when the Nile Valley was largely swamp land and its earliest
ers used the pliable reeds to fulfil their needs for shelter and pro-
In.
te use made of the Qeni stomacher in the "Opening-of-the-Mouth"
I is significant; it suggests, in fact, a close parallel to the interprets-
we have given of its use in the Mystery Play of the Succession. In
unerary rites of Seti I the Sem priest is shown donning the Qeni
acher instead of his usual dress of panther skin at the moment when
inishing touches are given to the king's statue, which served as a
.irute for the m=y. This statue had to undergo a dangerous treat-
. It was "beaten." Possibly this means that the sculptor applied
inishing touches which established it as a true image of the king.
•erhaps the "beating" refers to the act of the "Opening-of-the-
th" if this was felt to be a forcible interference with the statue. In
:ase, this "beating" was a ceremony which could not be evaded but
h was as hazardous as the making of bread and beer was for Osiris,
ead king. In the "Opening-of-the-Mouth," the Sem priest, weafing
~eni stomacher, said repeatedly: "Do not strike my father." We
met this same theme in an earlier part of the play where barley was
hed, but there the seed com emerged undamaged. It is only in the
: we are discussing, when bread and beer are made, that the grain
die. It is then that the stomacher is "embraced" by the king.
re "embrace" is no mere sign of affection, but a true fusion, a com-
an between two living spirits, unio mystica. In the pyramid texts it
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occurs once as a one-sided act in which Atum pours life (namely, his
own Ka) into the gods Shu and Tefnut whom he had created. * It is
similarly used when Ramses II is embraced by Ptah, who endows him
with the splendor of divine life, symbolized by gold, "the flesh of the
gods." Ptah spoke: "When I see thee my heart rejoices and I receive
thee in an embrace of gold, I enfold thee with permanence, stability, and
satisfaction; I endow thee with health and joy of heart; I immerse thee
in rejoicing, joy, gladness of heart, and delights-forever."16

An act of vitalization as efficacious as that of Arum is mentioned in
the "Tale of the Two Brothers't-? when the elder, Anubis, found and re-
placed the heart in the breast of the dead Bata. At the supreme moment,
when life was imparted to Bata, he did not remain passive; there was a
fusion of life and a mutual act: "Thereupon one embraced the other."
This is precisely what happens also in the case of Horus and Osiris.
The mutual character of their embrace is made clear in the pyramid
texts, where Osiris is addressed as follows:

Thou hast closed thine arms round him, round him;
His bones stretch themselves, his heart becomes great.
o Osiris, move thyself to Horus; go to him; do not go

away from him.
Horus has come that he may acknowledge thee.
He has beaten and bound Seth for thee;
For thou art his Ka [Pyr. 585-87].

Another pyramid text comes so close to the Mystery Play that we shall
quote it first. We translate the third sentence tentatively, using a preg-
nant sense of the verb akh rather than accepting the usual colorless and
somewhat inappropriate "It is pleasant for him near thee."

o Osiris, this is Horus within thine arms.
He will support thee .
There is further transfiguration (akh) for him with thee
In thy name "He of the Horizon (akhet) from which

Re goes forth."
Thou hast closed thy arms round him, round him;
He will not go away from thee.

Horus does not allow thee to be ill.
Horus has put thy enemy under thy feet.
And thou livest (again).

Horus has given thee his children that they may get under
thee-without one of them withdrawing-to carry thee.

Thy mother Nut has spread herself over thee in her name
"(She of) Sherpet." She has caused thee to be a god

[Pyr. 636-38].

• See above, p. 66.
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e, then, we find, after the description of the mystic embrace in the
four lines, a statement of three lines which might have been recited
:actly this form in the Mystery Play, "being ill" being a euphemism
"dying." Later in the play the Children of Horus actually carry
is, thereby magically effecting his ascent to heaven. The last two
: of our pyramid text imply that this ascent has been completed.
he Mystery Play, being a ritual text, is obliged to bring in many de-
which are interspersed among the embrace (scene 33), the carrying
le dead king by the Children of Horus (scene 37), and his ascent to
en (scene 38) with an invocation addressed to Nut. The scene in
:h the Qeni stomacher plays its part (scene 33) comes first.

It happened that a Qeni stomacher was brought by
the recitation priest.

That means Horus embracing his father and turning to Geb.
Horus speaks to Geb: "I hold in my embrace this my father

who has become tired. May he become quite strong again."

be tired" often stands for "to be dead"; * the last sentence may also
"until he becomes quite strong again."
he speech of Horus is interrupted in the papyrus by stage directions
:h identify the Qeni stomacher unequivocally with Osiris and de-
: the Delta city of Pe to be the locality in which the action takes
~.The scene immediately following deals, as we have said, with the
d and beer, which stand for food and drink in general and which
ot be obtained without destroying the life of the corn.

It happened that beer was brought.
This means Horus weeps because of his father and turns to Geb.
Horus speaks to Geb: "They have put this father of mine into the

earth."
(Stage directions) Osiris-loaf of bread.
Horus speaks to Geb: "They have made it necessary to bewail

hi "im.
(Stage direaionsi Isis -Mistress of the house-beer.
A loaf of bread; a jug of beer.

surely is a most remarkable scene. In the middle of a performance
erned with the accession of a new ruler, the "death" of the grain is
riled! But perhaps we must approach the text from the opposite an-
The king bewails his father's death, but the bread and beer which
~as properties in this scene indicate that the son's loss is his peo-
gain. In any case, no text could illustrate better how intimately the
ms of kingship and of nature's generative force were related in
ee above, P: 63 and chap. 5, n. 9.
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Egypt. And the text contains further points of interest which are by no
means obvious but which clarify the working of the Egyptian mind. For
instance, the death of Osiris is inevitable; and there must, therefore, be
those who cause death; but they remain anonymous and are referred to
as "they." After the coronation of the king and the reconciliation of all
discord, there can be no question of proclaiming Seth victorious. More-
over, there is the bread and beer, a boon to rejoice in, and the ineffable
mystery that Osiris, though always dying in the grain, always revives
and is at the very moment of this wailing immanent. in the Qeni stom-
acher, "supported" in the embrace of his son. As principal mourner in
the myth, Isis enters this scene also.
The next scene is concerned with woven materials almost certainly

intended for the winding of the late king's body. One of the two types
of mummy cloth used is called Seth, no doubt because it serves Osiris;
but, once it is thus called, it must be made harmless, and so some threads
are drawn out. This counts as the removal of Seth's legs. The other ma-
terial, a purple cloth, is identified with Osiris. The whole scene is ex-
plained in the following words: "This means Horus speaks to Osiris
when he embraces him who embraces him and who says that he (Osiris)
must cling to him (Horus)."

A stage direction indicates that "the beautiful house," which is known
as the place of embalming, was the locale for this performance. There
is, consequently, no doubt about the main action involved, but the inter-
pretation of the quotation can follow several lines; and it seems a mere
matter of predilection which one appears most acceptable. One may
take Horus' words to be spoken to the stomacher, which still serves as
the repository for Osiris. Or one may assume that Horus puts on a new
garment or cloth made of the purple material. Or one may think, as
we do, that the purple material is used as mummy cloth but is first
"charged" by contact with the king or with the Qeni stomacher worn
by the king. The latter action might serve to transfer what is immortal
in Osiris from the stomacher to the mummy cloth and so to the mum-
my.IS

Now that the embalming of the body is completed, the Spirit-seekers
start to look for Osiris. The rigid composition of our text, in which
scenes of identical pattern are added one to the other, leaves open the
possibility that this seeking and finding was the last part of the action
described in the previous scene; in other words, that Osiris was "found"
in the embrace of his son by the Spirit-seekers. It is also possible that
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hey now "find" the "spirit" of Osiris in the embalmed mummy or in
he property representing the mummy in the play. This finding might
onfirm the transfer of Osiris' spirit from the Qeni stomacher to the
aummy cloth. The Spirit-seekers are said to be the "Children of Hor-
s" of mythology. A vignette shows that they carry either a statue of
he late king or possibly his mummy or an effigy of the mummy (the
tanner of carrying in the ideographic vignette need not be of conse-
uence); and Horus, the king, addresses to them the words he used in the
yramid text quoted above, namely, "Go under him." The two phrases
lith which all our scenes start distinguish here with particular clarity
he ritual act and its mythological interpretation:

It happened that the Spirit-seekers carried the king's father in
their arms.

That means Horus orders his children to carry Osiris.

The Spirit-seekers next make a sort of heavenly ladder and invoke
he sky-goddess, the mother of Osiris, to take her child to heaven. On
ne human plane two priestesses, representing Isis and Nephthys, are
ow chosen for his cult." Some of the cloth mentioned before is handed
) the "Master of the (King's) Largess" * and finally given to the Spirit-
eekers, It would seem that here the practical arrangements were made
)r the final wrapping of the mummy, the preceding dealings with the
loth having been in the nature of ritual preparations. In the midst of
lese arrangements there is one scene which may have a religious sig-
ificance. Food is brought in, and the text seems to say that it is "for
ringing the Spirit-seekers into the Dual Shrines while they kiss the
arth." Is this merely to complete their services with sacrifices before
re ancestral spirits of whom the late king is now one? Or are they
upposed to bring with them the spirit of the late king whom they have
ought and found to unite him with the other ancestral spirits? Do they
o this, perhaps, by adding some object connected with the late king
) the standards and other sacred objects kept in the Dual Shrines- All
lis remains uncertain, though the general import of the action is clear.
The performance now comes to an end with a large meal served to

te notables from East and West. The commentary recalls that of the
oken meal following the coronation. It says: "That means Horus
aunts his Eye and lets the gods receive their heads," with the possible
ontinuation (though the papyrus is damaged): "Horus speaks to Thoth:

* See above, p. 82.
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'Put my Eye into their mouths so that it is acclaimed.' " This scene gath-
ers up and brings to fruition the preparations of Part IV in which the
king was invested with all kinds of produce of the land, called the
"Eye of Horus." Here, in the last scene, it is available in abundance for
the people. It is also likely that in this scene the two main currents of the
play were felt to merge. Besides the coronation of the new king the
Egyptian concept of kingship brought up at this moment the relation to
his predecessor as an active and inspiring one. The festive meal cast a
spell of prosperity over the reign which it had inaugurated. But it also
implied reliance upon the beneficial influence which the late king, whose
body was now safely interred, would exercise upon the fertility of the
land.


